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1 Abstract
We propose a new near-real time technique for 3D face

pose tracking from a monocular image sequence obtained
from an uncalibrated camera. The basic idea behind our ap-
proach is that instead of treating 2D face detection and 3D
face pose estimation separately, we perform simultaneous
2D face detection and 3D face pose tracking. Specifically,
3D face pose at a time instant is constrained by the face dy-
namics using Kalman Filtering and by the face appearance
in the image. The use of Kalman Filtering limits possible
3D face poses to a small range while the best matching be-
tween the actual face image and the projected face image
allows to pinpoint the exact 3D face pose. Face matching
is formulated as an optimization problem so that the exact
face location and 3D face pose can be estimated efficiently.
Another major feature of our approach lies in the use of ac-
tive IR illumination, which allows to robustly detect eyes.
The detected eyes can in turn constrain the face in the im-
age and regularize the 3D face pose, therefore the tracking
drift issue can be avoided and the processing can speedup.
Finally, the face model is dynamically updated to account
for variations in face appearances caused by face pose, face
expression, illumination and the combination of them.

2 Introduction

Face pose tracking is very important in vision based
applications such as Human-Computer Interaction (HCI),
Face Recognition, and Virtual Reality. Many techniques
have been proposed for face pose estimation. Basically,
face pose estimation techniques can be classified into two
main categories: appearance-based approaches [1, 2, 3] and
model-based approaches [4, 5, 6]. Appearance-based ap-
proaches attempt to use holistic facial appearance, where
face is treated as a two-dimensional pattern of intensity
variations. They assume that there exists a mapping re-
lationship between 3D face pose and certain properties of
the facial image, which is constructed from a large num-
ber of training images. Model-based (or features-based)
approaches usually assume a 3D model of the face and re-
cover the face pose based on the assumed model. First, a set
of 2D − 3D feature correspondences are established. Then
the face pose is estimated by using the conventional pose
estimation techniques. So, pose estimation is done after
face feature tracking.

We can conclude that most existing methods for face
pose estimation follow the strategy of face detection in the
image and face pose estimation from the detected face im-

ages. The main problem with all these approaches is that
face detection and face pose estimation are carried out in-
dependently. There is no input from each other. But in
reality, these two steps are very interrelated, and because
the face location in the image is caused by face pose in 3D,
they must be consistent with each other. Therefore, we
propose to take full advantage of the interdependent rela-
tionship between face image and 3D face pose and perform
face detection and face pose estimation simultaneously.

In this paper, we describe a new technique to perform the
2D face tracking and 3D pose estimation synchronously. In
our method, 3D face pose is tracked using Kalman Filter-
ing. The initial estimated 3D pose is then used to guide
face tracking in the image, which is subsequently used to
refine the 3D face pose estimation. Face detection and face
pose estimation work together and benefit from each other.
Weak perspective projection model is assumed so that face
can be approximated as a planar object with facial features,
such as eyes, nose and mouth, located symmetrically on the
plane. Figure 1 summarizes our approach. First, we auto-
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Figure 1. The flowchart of face pose tracking

matically detect a frontal-parallel face view image based on
the detected eyes and some simple anthropometric statis-
tics. The detected face region is used as the initial 3D pla-
nar face model. The 3D face pose is then tracked starting
from the frontal-parallel face pose. During tracking, the 3D
face model is updated dynamically to account for the face
appearance changes introduced by the illumination, facial
expression, face pose, or the combinations of them, and the
face detection and face pose estimation are synchronized
and kept consistent with each other. Also, the use of the
2D eye location is used to constrain the face location in the
image, which can avoid the tracking drift issue and speedup
the processing.
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3 Weak Perspective Model for Face Pose
Estimation

We employ an object coordinate system affixed to user’s
face, with face normal (face pose) being the Z axis of the
object frame. Without loss of generality, face is assumed to
be planar. Let X = (x, y, 0)t be the coordinate of a 3D point
on the face relative to the object coordinate frame, and
p = (c, r)t the coordinate of the corresponding projection
image point in the row-column frame.

For each pixel (c1, r1) in a given image frame I1 and
the corresponding image point (c2, r2) in another image I2,
using basic projection equation of weak perspective camera
model for planar 3D object points [7] yields(

c2 − cc2

r2 − rc2

)
= M2 ∗ M1

−1

(
c1 − cc1

r1 − rc1

)
(1)

where M1 and M2 are the projection matrices for image
I1 and I2 respectively, and (cc1, rc1) and (cc2, rc2) are the
projection points of the same reference point (xc, yc, zc) in
the image I1 and image I2. Equation 1 is the fundamen-
tal weak perspective homographic projection equation that
relates image projections of the same 3D points in two im-
ages with different face poses. The homographic matrix
P = M2 ∗ M1

−1 characterizes the relative orientation be-
tween the two face poses.

The face pose can be characterized by a rotation matrix
R resulted from successive Euler rotations of the camera
frame around its X axis by ω, its once rotated Y axis by
φ, and its twice rotated Z axis by κ [7]. Elements of the
projection matrix is related with these three angles and a
scale factor λ, representing the distance from face to cam-
era. The 3D pose of a face can therefore be characterized by
the three Euler angles and the scaler λ. While the three an-
gles determine face orientation, λ determines the distance
from face to camera. Face pose estimation can be expressed
as determination of these four parameters.

4 Simultaneous 3D Face Pose Determina-
tion and 2D Face Tracking

We propose a novel technique to track 3D face pose and
2D face in the image synchronously as follows.
4.1 Automatic 3D Face Model and Pose

Initialization
In our algorithm, we should have a fronto-parallel face to

represent the initial face model. This initialization is auto-
matically accomplished by using the eye tracking technique
we have developed. Specifically, the subject starts in fronto-
parallel face pose position with the face facing directly to
the camera as shown in figure 2. The eye tracking technique
is then activated to detect eyes. After detecting the eyes,
the first step is to compute the distance deyes between two
eyes. Then, the distance between the detected eyes, eyes
locations and the anthropometric proportions are used to
estimate the scope and the location of the face in the image
automatically. Experiments show that our face detection

method works well for all the faces we tested. Example of
the detected frontal face region is shown in Figure 2. Once
the face region is decided, we will treat it as our initial face
model, whose pose parameters are used as initial face pose
parameters.

C

r
X

Y

Z

 Crop the face view
and treat it as the

initial 3D face model

Figure 2. The initial face model

The face pose parameters (ω, φ, κ, λ) for the initial face
model are (0◦, 0◦, 0◦, 1), where λ, without loss of generality,
is normalized to 1. The corresponding projection matrix M
is:

M =
(

1 0
0 1

)
(2)

We use the center of the 3D face model as the reference
point, which is represented as (xc, yc, zc). Furthermore, we
assume its corresponding projection image point is (cc, rc)
in the row-column image plane.
4.2 Face Pose Tracking Algorithm
4.2.1 Kalman Filter with Eye Constraints
Kalman filter is a well-known prediction method for track-
ing. Given the 2D face model obtained from the initializa-
tion, the current face pose parameters Xt = (ωt, φt, κt, λt)
and the current face image location (xt, yt), the Kalman
Filtering for face pose tracking can be modelled nicely ac-
cording to the theory of Kalman Filtering [8]. The use of
Kalman Filtering limits possible 3D face poses to a small
range by putting a smooth constraint on each of the six face
pose parameters.

But the prediction based on Kalman Filtering will be off
significantly if head undergoes a sudden rapid movement.
In dealing with the problem, we propose to approximate
the face movement with eyes movement since eyes can be
reliably detected in each frame. Let the predicted face pose
vector at t + 1 based on eyes motion be Xp

t+1. Then the
final predicted face pose should be based on combining the
one from Kalman X−

t+1 with the one from eyes, i.e.,

X∗
t+1 = X−

t+1 + Σ−1
t+1(X

−
t+1 − Xp

t+1) (3)

where Σ−1
t+1 is the uncertainty at time t + 1.

The simultaneous use of Kalman Filtering and eyes mo-
tion allows to perform accurate face pose prediction even
under significant and rapid head movements. We can then
derive a new covariance matrix Σ∗

t+1 for X∗
t+1 accordingly

to characterize its uncertainty.
4.2.2 Face Detection and Pose Estimation via

Matching Optimization
The combined prediction from Kalman Filtering provides
the predicted face position, 3D face pose, and the associated
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uncertainty Σ∗
t+1 for the next frame t+1. Σ∗

t+1 can be used
to limit the search area for the face location and face pose
at time t + 1. Face detection and face pose estimation are
to search for a face position and 3D face pose within the
scope determined by Σ∗

t+1 such that the detected face view
image can best match the projected face view image under
the given face pose.

Mathematically, this is formulated as follows. Find the
state vector zt+1 within the scope determined by Σ∗

t+1 from
X∗

t+1 such that the detected face image best matches the
projected face image. We formulate the matching criterion
as Sum of Squared Difference errors over all the image pixels
within the region of interest:

Ematching =
N∑

i=1

(Ip(i) − Ic(i))
2 (4)

where, Ip(i) is the pixel value of ith pixel in the recon-
structed face view image Ip, Ic(i) the pixel value of the
face image in the current image frame, and N the total
pixel number of the reconstructed face view image. Ip(i) is
projected from the reference image Ir(c, r) via a mapping
function f

Ip = f(Ir, α) (5)

where α = (ω, φ, κ, λ, x, y), which consists of the face pose
parameters. We need to find the locally optimal face pose
parameter set α∗

n, which results in the projected face image
that best matches the face in the current image frame

α∗
n = arg min

α
Ematching

Ematching is minimized to solve for the 6 pose parameters,
where x∗

t+1 serves as the initial value of α.

4.2.3 Regularization of Minimization Criteria by
Eyes Positions

Since different sets of pose parameters may produce the
same image, yielding the same Ematching, the minimization
procedure may converge to a wrong place if it is left uncon-
strained. This problem is further exacerbated by the sus-
ceptibility of SSD to drifting. To overcome this, a penalty
term is imposed to each SSD error corresponding to each set
of pose parameters. Since we can accurately and indepen-
dently detect the eyes position, the detected eyes positions
can be used to constrain the 3D face pose and the 2D face
image.

For each pair of the projected eyes in the projected face
image and the detected eyes in the detected face image, the
distance Eeyes between the detected eyes and the projected
eyes can be expressed as

Eeyes = ELeft + ERight (6)

where ELeft is the Euclidean distance between the detected
left eye and the projected left eye, and ERight is the Eu-
clidean distance between the detected right eye and the pro-
jected right eye. The correct face pose and face position

should simultaneously minimize the results from equations
4 and 6. Therefore, the criteria for the image matching
minimization can be expressed as the sum of both terms

E = βEmatching + (1 − β)Eeyes (7)

where β is a scale factor determining the relative impor-
tance of two terms. It is determined empirically.

4.2.4 Dynamic Face Model Updating
In practice, during tracking, the human face usually under-
goes different kinds of variations, most of which come from
the pose, expression, illumination and the combination of
them. In order for face templates to maintain adequate
tracking performance while tracking face with time-varying
appearance, it is necessary to dynamically adapt the face
model to keep them consistent with the changing appear-
ance of the face.

Specifically, our strategy for updating the face template
is to include in each new face template with a portion of
the initial template, which is assumed to have been chosen
correctly, and thus contain the desired target. For example,
for the kth frame, once the best match is found, with the
matching confidence measurement above a certain thresh-
old, the new face template Ir(k + 1) for frame k + 1 is
updated to be the combination of the initial face template
Ir(0) and the face model Ig(k) generated from the image re-
gion Ic(k) in the new frame that best matches the current
template as follows:

Ir(k + 1) = ρIr(0) + (1 − ρ)Ig(k)

where Ig(k) = g(Ic(k), α), and α is the detected face pose
parameters related with frame k and function g is the in-
verse projection function of equation 5.

Furthermore, the constant ρ ∈ [0, 1] determines the con-
tribution of the initial template to the new template. ρ = 0
is the case of fully updated templates and ρ = 1 gives stan-
dard templates.

By the dynamic face model updating and physical eye lo-
cations constraints, our tracker greatly improve the tracking
accuracy.

5 Experimental Results

A series of experiments involving real image sequences
are conducted to characterize the performance of our face
pose estimation technique. First, the accuracy of the esti-
mated face pose is analyzed. Then, we study the sensitivity
of our algorithm to perturbations with initial face pose and
placement.
5.1 Accuracy of the Face Pose Tracker

In order to measure the accuracy of the estimated face
pose, several image sequences were collected. The ground
truth for these sequences was simultaneously collected via
”Flock of Birds” magnetic tracker.

In figure 3, two estimated face pose angles, Pitch and
Yaw, are shown together with the ground truth. The esti-
mation error for Yaw is 2.9260 degrees and the estimation
error for Pitch is 3.6174 degrees.
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Figure 3. Comparison between the estimated face pose
and the ground truth. In each graph, the dashed line
depicts the ground truth and the solid line depicts the
estimated face pose.

5.2 Sensitivity of the Face Pose Tracker
Two experiments are conducted to test sensitivity of the

tracker to the initial face size and the initial face pose for
the face model separately. One sequence that contains a
person rotating his face naturally in front of the camera
is chosen for this experiment. First, we perturb the size
of face model, which is represented by the face width, by
±5 and ±10 percent of the initial face width. Figure 4
shows some tracking results corresponding to the different
variations of face sizes. We can see that the tracking tra-
jectories basically follow the same trend though there are
some small deviations at certain frames. Second, we simu-
late the perturbations to the frontal-parallel pose angles of
the face model by choosing the initial face model from the
image frame, which contains the face not under the frontal-
parallel pose. Then the tracking is started from that image
frame. We choose frames 1, 8, 12 and 14 as the starting
frame for tracking respectively. They roughly correspond
to the following face poses: (0◦, 0◦, 0◦), (−0.4◦,−0.5◦,−1◦),
(−8.8◦,−10.9◦,−2◦) and (−11.7◦,−12.8◦,−2.7◦). Figure 4
shows some tracking results.

Pitch rotation Yaw rotation X Translation

Figure 4. (a) First row: sensitivity of the tracker to er-
rors in estimating size of the initial face model. (b) Second
row: sensitivity of the tracker to errors in the initial face
pose of face model.

We can conclude that the tracker is not very sensitive to
slight variations of initial face poses.

5.3 Convergence and Speed
Currently, our system can reach about 10 fps in a

computer with an Intel Pentium 4 processor and 512M

memory. Further speed gain can be obtained with a
faster computer and additional optimization of the codes.
Some tracking results of our system are shown in Fig-
ure 5. Video demos of our system may be found at
http://www.ecse.rpi.edu/∼cvrl/Demo/demo.html.

Figure 5. Face pose tracking results taken from one video
experimental sequence, which are randomly selected. The
white rectangle indicates the tracked face region and the
white line is the norm of the face plane which is drawn
according to those three angles.

6 Conclusions

In this paper,we present a technique for simultaneous 3D
face pose tracking and face detection under different face
orientations, facial expressions and illumination changes.
Experimental results show how our technique greatly im-
proves the standard pure planar face tracker, but still enjoys
its simplicity. Based on the proposed techniques, we have
built a real time working system that will start to track the
face and estimate the 3D face pose as soon as the user is
sitting in front of the camera.
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